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About This Game

EVERYDAY GOLF VR is a realistic golf VR game.

We have been continuously mulling over how to improve user convenience without losing realism so that people can easily play
our game whether they are familiar with golf or not.

In addition, we have been focusing on minimizing VR motion sickness. Once the graphic options are set appropriately, users
will be able to play EVERYDAY GOLF VR comfortably, and so will those who are not familiar with VR.

Enjoy real golf regardless of weather or time!

 Game Mode
• Single-player mode for clearing 63 different holes one by one

• Competitive mode for up to four people to play together on one device
• Tour Mode which you can challenge for the big prize once a day

User Convenience
• Swing analysis; Head-up status, swing trajectory, club head launch angle, swing speed, carry and run distance, etc.

• Minimal movement → VR nausea reduction
• Switch to the green reading screen when you are seated

• Left-handed mode (Vive only)
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Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Everyday Golf VR
Genre: Sports
Developer:
WISECAT
Publisher:
WISECAT
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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Sure, the system requiring you to "bet" on yourself before the race starts sucks, sucks hard. But it's pretty fun when you're just
enjoying the race. But the fun won't last long if the career mode is ♥♥♥♥ed up, please change it.

Oh yeah, the DLC is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, I'm not paying €3 for reskins. They should add extra tracks instead, happy to pay for that.
Fix this and I recommend your game.. i cant play the game. I feel bad that I am giving this a negative review, considering that
the main game was pretty good, but this just made me sad. The new locations are nice, its a good change of scenery, but only
three maps? No new enemies? No new (good) gameplay mechanics? (The darkness mechanic, located in the dungeon map, is
actually one of the main reasons why I am giving this a negative review, it is just not fun, at all.) This should be sold for less, or
should have had more content.. This is currently the best game that have ever came out, cant wait to hunt down the invisible
wizard as the second greatest detective of all time. 15 for a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ zombie-themed RTS thing.

If you are even remotely thinking about buying this, you need to go on a long walk and have some serious self-reflective inner
monologue because that is a very bad idea. If you were hoping for something along the lines of Stubbs the Zombie, then this is a
woefully underwhelming unloved younger sibling of it. To pay even $5 for this atrocious abortion of a zombie game would be a
bad decision. Anyone with financial freedom, stay far away from this game. It's been abandoned by the devs and the last
meaningful update was over a year ago. Scumbag devs took the money and ran and are doing just enough to keep the steam
store page up so they can get more money. This game is not worth it and deserves to be shut down.

These devs should be ashamed at this mediocre piece of work and they probably would be if they weren't so scummy and greedy
beyond belief.. I don't want to give this any bad ratings because it looks awesome and by that I mean it's just the only problem is
that it won't show up in my game and I've posted in the threads about it. But not that anyone else should have this problem it's
just on my computer but other than that from what I looked up and watched on game plays it looks amazing awesome job to the
creator of this! \ud83d\ude00\ud83d\ude82. I got this when it was $2 on sale. Honestly this was about the most boring DLC out
of the bunch. It was not bad, it was not good, it was just plain blah. Although it was the first DLC mission that progressed
through two eras which was different. Sadly the two era thing was the most ineresting thing about the mission.

The super computer building is not a good addition to your building library like other DLC buildings. Very doubtful you would
ever build it in a sandbox game except if you were going for the research achivement.

If you are not a fan of DLC for Tropico then you should stay away form this one as far as possible. If you liek the DLC stuff,
you are going to buy it anyways, lol.. Meet was here (2018 August).

hope everyone's doing great.
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Just got the game. Having played Ashes of Kanaka, I am excited to pick up the game to get a chance to go back into the Ashes
Universe. I want to try this game out to see of I can get pulled into the atmosphere and get a great experience.

Can't wait to get started!. Very nice music!. much wow goodness. Best choice for new players and for all who wants to keep
playing this awesome game. After you got the DLC you will receive a mail in the game. Open it and get all the good stuff.
Enjoy!. I have to say that this game - unlike for example Puzzle Quest 1 or Puzzle Kingdoms - quite a few times made me
scream in horror at how random, unfair it can be; leaving you without control.

See, in this game you play alone. There are no moves done by the computer, basically you just rotate stuff (in one direction
only) and pray for a good outcome. Then a bit later into the game there's this thing "Idle twist" - sometimes you just can't match
anything, and you get PUNISHED for this.
Bonus games - create a x8 combo (later one) - it is of course doable, but to set the whole thing up is like the greatest pain in the
butt, fighting with the game's mechanics.

And then there's the length of the game - it surely outstays it's welcome for my taste. 15hrs of stupid rotating and I'm
somewhere halfway through, although I have to admit I've wasted some time unlocking "rewards" (nothing rewarding, no sense
of accomplishment, trust me). But at least it's looking better than Puzzle Quest 2 which was even longer and tiring, I'll give you
that.

5/10, weak puzzle game, too random and repetitive. You can't even play the game. I was trying to make a website to start
making money but it said I had to either buy out my investors or hit 15 milestones. Milestones like "get 2000 registered users"
which is impossible to get if I can't make a website in the first place. I had 40 k in the game but to buy out my the investors cost
9.7 million? what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665? I thought this was a bug and I tried again buy doing the exact same stuff as I
did earlier but no. The game really is broken.. Bought this game a long time ago, and decided to try it just now, the game crashes
100% of the time, upon completing the very 1st level (or even mid 1st level).

I've tried windowed mode - the same problem
There is an option for low-res textures - but turning off hi-res restarting the game and nothing happens in the settings.

For your comparsion, I have Win7 x64 (People say its only broken for Win10 no it's not)

This game is just broken now.

Reading the forums shown that a lot of people have the same problem after some point in 2015, with a lot of PopCap games(But
bejeweled and chuzzle seems working for me), and steam support does nothing but offers a refund (it been half a year since I
bought the game so I cant refund).

Do not buy it unless you see any changes at the forum. Thumbs up to this review so other people won't repeat my mistake.. i
bought this game for like 50 cents and it wasn't really worth that much

it's just clunky. you ever rubberbanded in a singleplayer game? if you played this game, you did. I love your game, Skot!
Especially the music. Please release the soundtrack as DLC!!

10\/10 would go through an existential crisis again.. This game is THE benchmark in asymetric VR/console gameplay.
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